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It is important that your data are 
Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, 
and Reusable (FAIR). The following 
guides will help you make your 
data FAIR: 
• Guidance from our data˜
champions.
• Guidance from the Wellcome
Open Research Early Career
Researchers Advisory Board.
• Guide to making data FAIR.

PLANNING 

SUCCESSFUL 
APPLICATION 

Here are some quick guides to 
help direct you when it comes to 
preparing and organising your data. 
• Formatting your data in
spreadsheets ; 
• Selecting an appropriate 
repository; 
• Choosing an appropriate license.

PROCESSING 

• To˜maximise˜your˜data˜for˜re-use,
head to our page on Data Notes.
• Read˜our c̃ollection of data
stories, where researchers
share the challenges, learnings
and˜benefts˜of˜making˜their
data open.

RE-USE 

COLLECTION & ANALYSIS 

Managing data collection can seem 
daunting. Here are some data 
collection tips and resources,  
supplied by our data champions. 

PUBLISHING & SHARING 

• Ease anxieties you have about
sharing your data with our myth
busting piece.
• If˜you˜have˜concerns˜about
protecting research participants,
while openly sharing your data,
see this guide on sharing
sensitive personal data.

Wellcome Open Research 
Have˜a˜go˜at˜the˜Research Data Management Adventure Game, helping 
you˜work˜through˜a˜project˜from˜its˜very˜beginnings˜to˜its˜closing˜stages. 
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https://think.f1000research.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/beFAIRbeOpen_2020_GettingStarted.pdf?utm_source=CPB&utm_medium=cms&utm_campaign=JPE14618
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TECHNOLOGIES  

POLICIES  

PRACTICES 

VALUES  

PEOPLE 

Productive DMS is  
supported by an  
interdependent set  
of factors 
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DMS is harder and less 
worthwhile when we 
don't understand and 
nurture this ecosystem 

Lots  of  bespoke 

solutions  and  a  lack 

of  assessment  can 

lead  to  mistakes 

More Risk

Hard  to  prioritize 
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aren't  scaled 



Maturity models can 
help us understand & 

grow organizational  
qualities that impact  
DMS. 

A framework for describing and evaluating the processes,  
structures, technology, culture, and people associated with  
and enabling growing effectiveness in an area of focus, 

Used to identify strengths and weaknesses and to  generate 
improvement plans. 

Describe the factors or domains associated with an area of  
focus along a scale of increasing capacity. 

Thus, any organization can identify itself in a model  
and grade its current capabilities in each domain. 

Crowston K, Qin J. A capability maturity model for scientific data management: Evidence from the literature. Proceedings 
of the American Society for Information Science and Technology. 2011;48(1):1–9. 



Research Data Sharing: 
A Maturity Model for 
Organizational Capacity
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7369811 
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Support for DMS must  
be met with  
continuous investment  
in technical and social  
infrastructure. 

Infrastructure capacity differs by organization, and  
investment will reflect local priorities and means. 

Shared and reusable data sharing infrastructure allows  
institutions to leverage economies of scale and access  
infrastructure that would otherwise be out of reach or  
peripheral compared to other needs. 

The benefits are greater than the cost savings.  
Community-based governance and management that  
underpin shared resources drive innovation and  
engagement with best practices. 

We can leverage GREI and generalist repositories to  
grow institutional DMS capacity. 



 

 

 

Creative team

gathers materials

and inspiration.

ResearchThere's assurance (and 
success) in meeting 
people where they and
we are at.

Standards,  what  standards? 

Recent reflections on taking 
heart 

Let's  partner  on  this. 

Someone  else  has  got  this 

covered. 



Contact Me 
champieu@ohsu.edu 
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